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Rapid Deployment Blocks
Rapid hassle-free service to
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rapid deployment blocks
Our Rapid Deployment Blocks (RBDs) are designed to be placed
quickly and efficiently to create an effective deterrent from unauthorised
access.
The blocks are constructed of responsibly sourced products. We offer
rapid hassle-free delivery throughout the UK.

Our blocks can stand alone or be linked together with our unique
tamper-proof fixings,
Our range of delivery vehicles, equipment and experienced handlers
ensure they get to where you need them - on or off road.

rapid deployment block specifications

links
MK 1 Linking
2500 x 500 x 750mm
Weighing 2250kg

why use
block aid?

mk1

2500 x 500 x 750mm
MKI barrier blocks weigh approx. 2250KG each. They are 2.5m in
length and can be linked together using the bracket at the end of each
block, which holds the blocks together to form a solid barrier.

MK 2 Linking
3000 x 450 x 750mm
Weighing 2400kg

mk2

RDB XL

4250 x 700 x 750mm
RDB XL barrier blocks weigh approx. 5000KG each. The are 4.25m in
length and feature our unique linking system, a solution developed to
join the barriers together without any visible sign from outside.

Delivery to almost any terrain
We own all our blocks and equipment

3000 x 450 x 750mm
MK2 barrier blocks weigh approx. 2400KG each. They are 3m in length
and can be linked together using bespoke security nuts. Assembly and
removal require a specialised tool that is exclusive to Block Aid UK.

Rapid deployment anytime, anywhere

RDB XL Linking

Complete start to finish service

4250 x 700 x 750mm

No job too big or small

Weighing 5000kg

security gates
Our robust security gates and fencing solutions, work seamlessly in
conjunction with our blocks and barriers, providing flexible access
options without compromising security.
Our Gates are constructed with 120x120mm galvanised steel.

Reflective hazard tape is supplied with all gates, key coded
combination locks are also available.

Sliding Gate

Sliding Security Gate

5m Wide

5m Wide

Swing Gate

Swing Security Gate

Small – 3m Wide
Large – 5m Wide

Small - 3m Wide
Large – 5m Wide

Flexible delivery and installation options.

security gate specifications
Sliding Security Gate

Our sliding security gate opens up to 5m, however these can be
narrowed by moving the blocks closer together. They are constructed
on either our RDB MK1 or MK2 block, bolted on and welded to
prevent any tempering.

Small Swing Gate

Our small swing gate opens to 3m. They are produced with a bracket
to allow the swing gates to be fully compatible with either the RDB
MK1 or MK2 blocks.

Large Swing Gate

Our large swing gate opens up to 5m. Much like the small swing gate,
they are produced with a bracket to allow the swing gates to be fully
compatible with either the RDB MK1 or MK2 blocks.

Did you know?

Our multi-block is a versatile, multifunctional Kentledge block that is effective in a variety of scenarios and applications.

Block Aid also provides ballast for any temporary structure, from pop-ups and gazebos right up to temporary warehouses.
Perfect for corporate events.

Weights range from 50kg to 3000kg.
Electrical, manual and all terrain pump trucks can be supplied as well as matting for all weights.
White or black covers are available for 100kg to 1000kg.
White or black 3m rachet straps are also available.

Standard fixing for scaffolding applications • Innovative fully stackable design • Great for event signage and flag poles
Able to support staging and structures • Can be linked together or stand alone • White covers available

Why Choose Block Aid UK?
We are experienced, reliable, and personable.
We have been established for 15 years and throughout this time our sole focus has
been on barrier and block hire; the business is not a side arm to an existing firm.
We are constantly developing innovative products based on customer feedback. Our
stock is regularly maintained to ensure we have a product to be proud of.
Our blocks are all manufactured to our exacting standards so every single item from
the smallest ballast block right through to our RDB XL are made with the same grade of
concrete using responsibly sourced and sustainable aggregates.
We offer a fast and reliable delivery service.
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